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with America's policy of granting independence to the
Philippines, that it would assuredly fail and would invite
serious trouble. He cited Samoa as showing that inter-
national control was the very worst form of administration,
and ended by saying that Manchukuo would have to be
recognized.
America's attitude to the Manchurian question is, then,
negative, and we shall not be far wrong in concluding that
the meeting of Roosevelt and Ishii confirms this statement.
This being so, there can be no doubt that if the question is
brought up at the next Pacific Conference and any attempt
is made to enforce a cancellation of the declaration of
independence, or even if the general feeling is in favour of
cancellation, it will principally be due to the activities of
England. But, as Uchida, Minister for Foreign Affairs,
definitely informed the Diet, Japan would resist cancellation
even if in so doing the country were reduced to ashes.
If, then, England should act as supposed, her relations
with Japan would suddenly change to the very worst. This
is one of the possible occasions of war. The question for
Japan would be, how far would it be possible to detach
America and to persuade her to withhold from England such
support as she might otherwise incline to give.
England and the naval question.
Should England fail to coerce Japan over the Man-
churian question, her next probable step would be to
attempt, in conjunction with America, to whittle away her
naval strength. In this matter England and America have
much in common, and our people should note the fact.
The chief naval questions in dispute are those of the ratio
and of submarines. Both England and America hope to
keep Japanese progress and expansion in check by allotting
to her as small a ratio as possible in both surface ships and
submarines, if, indeed, they cannot abolish the latter
altogether.
In this connexion it should be pointed out that we have
hitherto thought of our Navy as designed primarily to meet
America; the possibility of having to meet England has
been a secondary consideration. But today, when our
relations with England are somewhat strained, this attitude
requires revision. For example, in a war with America we

